
A CHARACTERIZATION OF CONFORMALLY FLAT SPACES 
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1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to show some an
alogies between the theory of groups of infinitesimal conformai 
transformations and that of groups of motions in Riemannian spaces. 
The main part of the paper will be devoted to Theorem I : The neces
sary and sufficient condition for an n-dimensional (n â 3) Riemannian 
space, Vn, to admit an (n + l)(n+2)/2 parameter group of infinitesimal 
conformai transformations is that the Vn be conformally flat. 

This theorem is the analogue of the well known theorem concerning 
groups of motions of ^-dimensional Riemannian spaces Vn, namely,2 

A group of motions of a Vn has at most n(n + l)/2 parameters and this 
number only in case Vn has constant curvature. Sasaki3 has shown part 
of Theorem I by using the formalism of the conformai connection. He 
has shown that a space with a conformai connection will admit a 
maximal number of independent infinitesimal conformai transforma
tions only if it is conformally flat but has not given this number. The 
proof given here of Theorem I will be carried out in a fashion similar 
to Eisenhart's proof of the latter one. We shall use the notation of 
R. G. throughout this paper. 

In a Vn (n>3) for which the Weyl conformai curvature tensor 
vanishes, there exists a coordinate system4 where 

(1.1) ga = e^^etoii, èi = ± 1. 

That is, the Vn is conformai to a flat space o» with the metric 

The Sn admits5 the conformai group of (n + l)(n+2)/2 parameters 
generated by dilatation, inversions, translations and orthogonal 
transformations. The part of this group connected to the identity is 
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generated by an infinitesimal group of (n + l)(n+2)/2 parameters. 
This infinitesimal group is simply isomorphic to a group in Vn 

which is a group of infinitesimal conformai transformations of Vn 

into itself. Hence if a Vn (w = 3) is conformally flat, it admits an 
(n + l)(n+2)/2 parameter group of infinitesimal conformai trans
formations. 

2. Infinitesimal conformai transformations. The proof of Theorem 
I will be completed by examining the differential equations satisfied 
by the vectors determining an infinitesimal conformai transforma
tion of a Vn. These are6 

(2.1) hij = fc.f + (•ƒ,< = ypgij 

where the comma denotes covariant differentiation. 
I t is obvious from these equations that if %a\% and f^t are solutions 

with ^==^a and \l/=\{/p respectively then so is £i==aa£a|t+â^£/3|i (oc 
and /3 not summed) where a01 and a& are arbitrary constants and 
^ — a^a+afyp. Hence we have7 

If %<r\i for cr = l, • • • , r are components of infinitesimal conformai 
transformations of a Vn so are aa£<r|»-, where the a1 s are arbitrary constants. 

A straightforward calculation using (2.2) given below shows that 
under the same hypothesis as above 

dxJ dx1 

is also a solution of (2.1) with ^ = ^ « = ^i^«f*—£01^0,*. Thus we have 
the result:7 If Xaf^^i

<r\df/dxi for (7 = 1,2, • • • , r are the generators of 
infinitesimal conformai transformations of a Vn, so are (Xff, XT)f for 
o-, r = l, • • • , r (cr^r) . 

These two results show that the set of all generators of infinitesimal 
conformai transformations of Vn are closed under the operations of 
taking linear combinations and forming commutators, that is, these 
generators form a Lie algebra just as in the case of generators of 
motions of Fn . 

From equation (2.1) it follows that 

hij,k + hik,j — hjk,i = g%$th + gih&j — gjtip.i' 

By using the procedure given in R. G. it may be shown that 

(2.2) (•<,ƒ* = — ÇmRkij + 2 tytkgu + tjgik — t.igjk) 

6 R. G. p. 231, equation (69.1). 
' Cf. R. G. §71 p. 237. 
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and the integrability conditions of these equations are 

f . %m(Rkij,l — Rlij,k) + %m,lRhii ~~ %m,kRlij + Zi,mRjkl + %m,jRikl 

+ ^(girt.ik — gik&.ii + gjtiP.n — gjtf.ik) = 0. 

3. Transformation of the integrability conditions. We now trans
form equations (2.3) into another form. From the Bianchi identity 

(3.1) Rhijk,l + Rhikl,j + Rhilj,k = 0 

it follows that equation (2.3) may be written as 

ç &ijkl,m ~T~ Çm.lRkij Km,kRlij T" Çi,mRjkl ~T~ Çm,jRikl 
yO • Zij 

+ %~KgHptih — gitiP.jl + gjklp.il — gjfiP.ik) = 0. 

To eliminate \p from equation (3.2) we multiply by gil and sum. 
The resulting expression is multiplied by gih and summed. We thus 
obtain 

(3.3) - fRjk.m - UkRÎ - tm.jRk + 2~\n - 2)yp,ih + 2~"1g/fcA2tf' = 0, 

(3.4) A2^ = (t"R,m + 2UkRmk) 
n — 1 

where A2\p = gi]\p,•/. Substituting for A2\p from (3.4) into (3.3) we ob
tain 

1 m/ 1 \ 
— (n - 2)ypljh = $ I jRyjk.m - — ~ gjkR,m I 

(3.5) 2 V 2 ( » - D / 
m TO A T > m ' 

+ £m,kRj + %m,jRk ~ ~ J- gikKm,lR • 
(» - 1) 

When this value of ^ ,# is substituted into (3.2) we obtain 

( 3 . 6 ) ~ £ Cijkl,m + £m,p(5zCfctj — àkClij + hiCjkl + àjCikl) = 0 

as the integrability conditions of equations (2.2) where C$& is the 
Weyl conformai curvature tensor and is defined in terms of the 
Riemann tensor, Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature by 

(3.7) 
W — 2 

1 (& cr 

(w — l)(w — 2) 
— àigik) 
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The integrability conditions of equations (3.5) are 

(3.8) £ Rjki.m + ZaRjkm — £tkRjim — 2~1(n — 2)yp tPCjki = 0 

where 

(3.9) Rm = (R]JC - - g,k) - (R„ - g]l) . 
\ 2{n — 1) / , i \ 2(» — 1) / ,* 

Equations (2.2), (3.5) and the equations 

d£i im \ d\// 

dx1 Uj ) dx% 

constitute a system of equations of the form 

dda 

(3.10) — = ^ (*, 0), a = 1, 2, • • • , (n + l)2 ; t = 1, 2, • • • , », 

where 0a represents the set of (w + 1)2 functions yp\ £»•; ^,t-; and £*,/. 
The functions 0a are subject to the n(n + l)/2 algebraic relations (2.1). 
The system (3.10) is of a standard form8 and it is well known that the 
maximum number of linearly independent & is (w + l ) (w+2) /2 and 
that this number obtains when the integrability conditions of (3.10) 
are identically satisfied in virtue of (2.1). That is, if a space admits 
this maximum number of linearly independent infinitesimal con-
formal transformations equations (3.6) and (3.8) must be satisfied 
for arbitrary choices of the & and £,-,,- satisfying (2.1). Thus 

(3.11) C w . « = 0 

and at least the antisymmetric part with respect to p and m of the 
coefficient of %mtP in equation (3.6) must vanish. That is, we must 
have 

àiCkij "— àkCuj + diCju + ôjCiki = àiCkij — àkCuj + öiCjki + àjCikh 

Setting p = Z, summing, and using the fact that Cfjm = 0 we obtain 

/ A \ s~im /~im /~îtn s*?** r\ 

\n — ljCkij = Cijk + Cjki + Ch%j — 0 
the last equality being a consequence of the symmetry properties of 
C™b. Hence if a (n + l)(n+2)/2 parameter group of infinitesimal 
conformai transformations is to exist we must have 

8 Cf. L. P. Eisenhart, Non-Riemannian geometry, Amer. Math. Soc. Colloqui
um Publications, vol. 8, New York, 1927, p. 14. 
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(3.12) C = 0. 

This is the necessary and sufficient condition for a Vn (n>3) to be 
conformally flat. 

If n > 3 then it follows from 

h _ n — 3 

ft — 2 

that equations (3.8) are satisfied when (3.11) holds. If n = 3, equations 
(3.6) are automatically satisfied since the Weyl conformai curvature 
tensor vanishes in this case. If a Vz admits a 10 parameter group of 
infinitesimal conformai transformations then the argument used 
above applied to (3.8) leads to 

Rjkl,m = 0 

and 

gplRjkm — gmlRjkp ~~ gpkRjlm + gmkRjlp = 0. 

Multiplying the last equation by gpl and summing gives 

Rjkm = 0. 

This is the necessary and sufficient condition for a F3 to be con
formally flat. 
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